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About This Game

Eden Star is an immersive Sci-Fi survival game that blends innovative physics based combat, destructible environments and free-
form construction with the exploration of a hostile alien world.

Explore and gather resources from the environment of Pharus 7, use these materials to construct defensive outposts, craft powerful
weaponry and upgrade your Pioneer.

Current Features

Co-op & PVP Multiplayer

4x4 km World
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All New Crafting Inventories

20 + Material and Compound Material Types

Colony Creation System (Teams)

Physics based combat (Smash)

Splintermite (Ground Enemy)

Cerberus (Wolf)

Stalker (Ground Enemy)

Ika (Flying Enemy)

Ika Viper (Flying Enemy)

5 Wildlife Creatures (neutral)

Swamp Walker (Neutral/Defensive Creature)

Swamp Biome

Forest Biome

Foliage Destruction

Mineral Rock Destruction

Wall running and Mantling

Weapon Combos and Ammo;

Pistol

Machine Pistol

SMG

Assault SMG

Heavy SMG

Rifle

Assault Rifle

Assault Shotgun

Heavy Rifle

Long Range Assault Rifle
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Sniper Rifle

TAC (heavy) Rifle

Ammo Clips for each reviever variant

Gauss Module Flechettes

Reflex Sight

Sniper Scope

Multiple “MATA-Tool” Abilities/Upgrade Modules;

Kinetic Blast

Kinetic Laser

Energy Harness (Mining)

Energy Harness Reclaim Structures (Undo)

Regeneration (Heal Structures)

Energy Harness MATA-Combat (Smash)

Gauss Cannon

Melee Baton

Melee Energy Blade

Primitive Structures;

Foundations

Barriers (Half Walls)

Walls

Glass Wall

Windows

Ramp

Pillar

Ceilings (Floors)

Functional Structures;
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Eden Kit

Auto Turret

Energy Turret

Missile Turret

Energy Walls

Doors & Doorways

Energy Generator

For an up to date list of what we are currently working on we have a public Trello board available HERE (you must
have a Trello account to comment or vote on features)

In Development

Splintermite Queen (large ground enemy)

Weapon - Grenade Launcher

Weapon - Frag Grenade

Expanded build types & Decorators

Fauna Creatures

Vehicles

In Planning

We will not promise that the following features will make it into the game until they are actually in the game!

Further Refinement of Melee (Combos)

Expanded World

Additional Pioneer Characters

Steam Achievements
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Health Packs

Craftable/ Upgradable Armour

Utility buildings (generators etc)

Caves/Catacombs

More enemies!

More neutral creatures

Robotic allies

Vehicles/Mechs

Procedurally generated loot and rescources

THE GAWR...

Current Feature Overview

Destroy
Use your MATA-Tool (Remote Manipulation Device) to harvest trees, foliage and mineral rich rocks within a real-time physics
driven environment. Obtain Material Shards for use in outpost building, weapon construction and powerful upgrades. Destroy

and recreate your surroundings at will; the world is yours to manipulate, just watch out for the indigenous lifeforms…

Build
Use gathered Materials to craft defenses, walls, ramps and turrets to protect your outpost or construct powerful weapons and

upgrades for your Pioneer. Place gathered Materials within your Eden Kit to store, or use them to upgrade the Eden Kit's
protective shield and power additional defenses. Expand your territory by building additional Eden kits. How you balance your

resources is up to you.

Protect
Using unique physics-driven combat you can remotely grab enemies and smash or blast them into the destructible environment.
Upgrade your weaponry to tackle the alien hives and claim the territory for your own. Combine different attacks and abilities in
order to survive against enemies and environmental hazards. A simple, but fluid movement system gives you freedom to move

athletically across surfaces.

Death in Eden Star is permanent. You can be reconstructed back by the Eden Kit provided it contains Teslinium and remains
intact, but naturally it must be protected...
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The Tech Demo is free and is automatically downloaded with Eden Star. To access it you must do the following;

Find Eden Star :: Destroy - Build - Protect ® in your Steam Game Library

Right Mouse Click over Eden Star :: Destroy - Build - Protect ® and select Properties from the bottom of the list

Left Mouse Click on the 3rd tab labelled Local Files

Left Mouse Click on the Browse Local Files button

This Will Open Up A Browser Window

Click on the UE3 Combat Tech Demo folder

Follow the instructions listed within the associated Readme file within the folder, all instructions are also within the
Readme document

To launch the Eden Star Tech Demo you must find the folder where you have installed the Tech Demo and find the
following folder;

EdenDemo_5.7 > Binaries > Win64 then click on the application (.exe) "EdenGame" to launch the demo

e.g. :: C:\Eden\EdenDemo_5.7\Binaries\Win64\EdenGame.exe
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This is the best hidden object, point and click game that I have played on steam. It has a very creepy storyline and some new
puzzles. I actually had to skip two because I just couldn't work them out. I got around 6hrs play including the bonus chapter. The
characters mouths moved, and the extras such as moaning and hyperventilating made this game exciting. There are not that
many hidden object scenes, but they were good with some puzzles within them. The only thing I didn't like was that there was
no teleport feature. It was annoying running back and forth, but the game would have finished a lot earlier without it. I still
recommend it.. The only word that comes to mind considering this Soundtrack is 'superb'. All props to the maestro!. If you think
this game is amazing based on the trailer, wait until you actually play it. Its not even finished yet and it is awesome. One of the
things not shown off in the trailer is the weapons upgrade system. You can upgrade your weapons and add a ton of new abilities,
and so far, all the ones I've seen, have a cool new animation to go along with them! Unfortunitally the ability to upgrade your
character appears to not yet be implimented, but when it is, it will add even better RPG elements to this game.

Do not let the bright colors full you, Putrefaction 2 is a dark game, in many ways every bit as dark as the first one, and it
certianly rivels the original when it comes to blood and gore! It is fun, and awesome. I really hope they finish this game soon so
I can beat it, and find out how the story ends. Its a great arcade style first person Shooter, especially for the price. Hopefully it
won't go up too much in price when its no longer in early access. Even without being finished, it surpasses the first Putrefaction.
Its not as creepy so far, but its just as violent, and gruesome!

Oh and one more thing, I didn't realize this at first, but there is a malee attack button, that you can use if you're low on
ammunition, however it switches your gun back to the pistal, so keep that in mind.. Hello,
For those of you who have 50 cents in your steam wallet, buy this game! It is fun for about 15 min then bam you switch games.
Bye!. not yet to play it
but i hope developer bring big update for this

. The Tape offer a very good horror experience for decent price.
It is scary as hell, but game is far from great.

For example if you play with HEAVY camera effects its just destroy your eyes simulator 2016!
However on Low camera effects game is most enjoyable.

Biggest con for my taste is lack of object interaction in-game, but if we take in consideration that game was made by one man
than this is somewhere the best we can get.

Overall; Nice horror experience 7/10. LEVEL ONE
BEGIN
GOD DAMNIT
LEVEL ONE
BEGIN
REPEAT. After reading the reviews for this game, most of which are negative, and going against some of my friends that said
that I should have nothing to do with this game, I decided to throw caution to the wind, and play it.

...And I'm glad I did that.
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This game, while not the best game I've played, is NOT as bad as everyone says it is.
CPHD is a run-and=gun game, something thgat you seldom see in this kind of configuration, which I think why most people
couldn't get into playing it. The Controls are exactly what you would expect to find in a Neo-Geo game, and bring a challenge to
the game, not a downside.

The storyline is simple: You are a ninja, who has been sent out to find a guy and collect a debt he owes to your clan. Find him
and get the money. I could be wrong about this, mainly due to the fact that I have haven't gotten far in this game to learn more
of the story (i'm at stage 1-3 as of the writing). It's loaded with tounge-in-cheek humor which some people might overthink as to
it's purpose - it's just a game people, relax.

The Graphics are good. You have to take in consideration that this game was made to look like a game you'd find on a Neo-geo
console, so it isn't a goof or a failure - its by design.

The Gameplay is what I call "Nintendo-Hard". A lot of reviewers talk about how hard this game is, and they clearly haven't
played a Retro game. The Retro games of the 1980-90's were HARD as hell to play, on purpose. Don't believe me? Play any one
of the Ninja Gaiden games for the NES. This game falls into that category easily.

The sound is so-so. There is nothing special here, but I will admit that I DO like the music in the Pause menu. It's pretty cool.

As for Replay Value: From the Promo trailer this I have seen, there is quite a lot of stuff to uncover, and the difficulty is why it
takes so long to reach any of it. That aside, I do want to fight those bosses, so I'd say the reply value is a moderate level.

On the issue of Streaming this game: It's a toss up. Some people will truly like this game, while others will not. It's up to you if
you want to stream yourself playing this game.

Overall, I like this game. It's not 100% great, but it is quite entertaining to those who can truly appreciate how authentic it is as a
retro game.

I think it's worth the $9.99. I feel I got my monies worth.

Rating: 7/10. Spectre is pretty barebones right now. It is in Early Access so there's a lot of time to add content. I jumped the gun
and bought it, but kind of wish I had waited for more content. It is very creepy and atmospheric, so I am not complaining.

The Single Player (SP) portion of the game is only one spectre chasing you. Got some good scares out of me so far! lol The SP
game mode is very short at this time. Game time depends on how you play the game. I found out that you can just turn your
back on the spectre and walk away to avoid death in SP mode most* of the time. (*She will eventually get you! lol) IMO, they
should just respawn you somewhere else in the house instead of game over when you die, so you don't have to keep starting a
new game! It kind of makes it Rogue-like, so that's cool too.

The lighting, graphics and atmosphere are superb! I anxiously await to see more content in the near future. Multiplayer (MP)
gameplay I suppose is like hide & seek. I haven't tried MP, so I shouldn't really comment. Also, I don't have a VR unit to try.. I
believe the VR gimmick is one of the game's strong points. That and MP for sure! I can see a lot of fun in MP!

The sound is done really well. You'll hear whispers and other creepy noises that create a ghostly atmosphere. The spectre's
scream is enough to make you jump out of your seat and see her in your face! It's a pretty good scare if you come around a
corner and she is right there!

If you have a VR unit, this may be a cool game to buy though. It has got some of the best graphics I have seen in a VR game so
far IMO. The spectre is cool looking, but the mansion is rendered beautifully! I find myself looking around at everything with
my flashlight.

The developers are very active and fixed some bugs within a few hours that I reported! I recommend this game to people that
like to scare other people, or people that like to be scared by ghosts! lol :-) If you have a VR unit, this may be a must buy game.
The game does have great graphics and is very atmospheric for sure!!!
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I does work on my iMac so I am happy about that part of it! lol Here are my system specifications: Apple iMac, i5 Quad-Core
Intel processor 3.1GHZ, AMD Radeon HD 6970M with 1GB dedicated video RAM, 4GB system RAM, 1TB hard drive
running OS X version 10.6.8, Journaled HFS+ Extended file system.

Pros:
+ Very scary atmosphere
+ Great lighting and graphics
+ Some good scares in a dark and spooky mansion
+ The game keeps me coming back to explore more of the mansion
+ The game runs great on my 4 y\/o iMac running OS X 10.6.8
+ Developers are very active with their community and fix reported bugs quickly

Cons:
- The game has some bugs
- The spectre is too fast, making the game end too soon in SP
- You walk too slow and cannot run in SP mode, only MP mode
- SP mode is very limited and gameplay is short sometimes
- You can just turn your back on the spectre and walk away to avoid death in SP mode
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In this HOG u will be playing to save Laura's husband Tim from the evil Sandman. The big difference in this game is that it
does have HOG portions while the first one did not have any. Thankfully they added a HOG in this game since I love the HOG
portions of the game a lot.

The characters in this game are nice, the VA was nice, bg are very nice. and music I believe was all the same from the first
game.

As said in the beginning this game does have HOG which is a huge plus. I also enjoyed playing this HOG. I'll admit I like the
first one better than the second one. Also the story on the main and bonus chapter ends abruptly which is such a shame. Yup the
main story ends and continues in the bonus story. I really wish the story was longer because as I'm writing this I don't think there
is a third Evil Sandman game. I hope a third Evil Sandman game comes out.

All in all u will enjoy this HOG maybe not as much as the first one. The first is my favorite then the second one is my favorite..
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Star Shelter is the best VR game I have ever played to this day. The graphics are gorgeous, the content is continuous, you are
never left with nothing left to do. It is tense in some moments, scary in others, and relaxing too. You can create stuff to develop
your base, you can explore surrounding spaceships and moon bases, you can build spacecraft, you can fight drones, you can play
the piano (in space). This game never stops suprising me, and I love it.

For £10 its and absolute bargain, I would have happily paid £30-£40 for this game, it is very well developed.

The Dev team is very active in the discord too, the game is still being worked on and improved.

Absolutely LOVE it.. its cool!!!. The Sniper Vr is a very very cool game also with that small touch of realism that you love, the
controls are smooth and the Devs are very responsive in trying to help you with whatever you need.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=el4PiDN5QQo
The link shows my gameplay of it and also from what i know the latest patch during the first mission i play there is 3 min where
i was needed to do something for family just skip that.
Over all 4\/5 great but obvi bugs that they are working out as you read this.
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